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FALL/WINTER 2021 RECAP
JULY

OCTOBER

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

NOVEMBER

Women + Patterns
+ Plants
Sarina Mantle

Mystical Medleys:
A Vintage Cartoon Tarot
Gary Hall
Co-Edition

DIY Vegan Cooking:
Visual Recipe Cards
Michi Mathias

The Seed & Sickle
Oracle Deck
Fez Inkwright
Co-Edition

The
Oracle Creator
Steven Bright

JULY 2021

Women + Patterns + Plants:
A Self-Care Coloring Book
‘Born out of a love for nature and the healing
qualities it holds, and a search to bring this into
harmony with the body.’ – Yellowzine

£11.99
Flexibound
152 pages
25 x 21cm

• New edition with new journaling prompts and
coloring images.
• First edition was featured in Yellowzine and Essence
magazine, and was praised by musician India Arie.
• Second edition sold out in less than a year!
• Bold and beautiful line-work filled with fun, complex
patterns
• Includes journal pages on mindfulness and
gratitude.

OCTOBER 2021

Mystical Medleys:
A Vintage Cartoon Tarot
A tarot deck inspired by the iconic vintage cartoons of the
early twentieth century.
• A deck that doesn’t take itself too seriously, bringing
playfulness to the tarot tradition.
• Inspired by vintage cartoon art and the cult video game
Cuphead, Netflix series coming in 2021!
• Ideal for tarot collectors, animation and cinema buffs,
and vintage lovers!

£23.99
80 color cards
Intro booklet
Slipcase

OCTOBER 2021

DIY Vegan Cooking:
Visual Recipe Cards
Illustrated vegan recipe ideas that are
easy-to-follow, healthy, and delicious!

• Illustrated recipe cards for uncomplicated vegan
cooking using simple ingredients
• Presented in a unique box that acts as an easel for
the cards - making it easy to view while cooking!
• Almost wordless, at-a-glance instructions that are
perfect for visual learners and creative cooks
55+ Recipe Cards in Custom Box
£21.99
14 x 14cm

NOVEMBER 2021

The Seed and Sickle
Oracle Deck
An oracle deck centred on the cycle of sowing and
harvest, exploring themes of productivity and rest.
• The most comprehensive botanical oracle in
the market, based on real-life history, folklore,
mythology, and spiritual/medicinal practices
• Beautiful modern style combined with classical
themes gives broad and contemporary appeal
• Liminal 11’s very first oracle deck!
• From the creator of illustrated folklore books Folk
Magic and Healing and Botanical Curses and Poisons
• Includes 2 comprehensive guidebooks to approach
the deck in 2 wonderfully different ways

£23.99
55 color cards
Two guide
booklets!
Slipcase

NOVEMBER 2021

The Oracle Creator

The Modern Guide to Creating a Tarot
or Oracle Deck
From one of the UK’s best-known tarot
personalities comes a guide for creating your
own tarot or oracle deck.
• Indie tarot and oracle decks are taking the
world by storm! This book helps creators
make their decks a reality.
• Features interviews with tarot creators,
publishers, and other industry names,
who offer advice and tips for creating and
publishing a deck
• Steven Bright writes for Watkins Mind Body
& Spirit, The Cartomancer, and Take a Break
Fate & Fortune, and is the co-founder of The
Esotoracle Magazine.

£12.99
Hardback
252 pages
23 x 18.5 cm

Contents of The Oracle Creator
• 43 chapters discussing the history of oracle
decks, how to plan your own deck, how to bring
your vision to life, and how to publish, print, and
promote your deck
• Insights into the professional tarot industry and
what to expect from publishers and printers
• 13 interviews with industry professionals and
successful oracle artists, discussing their own
journeys and experiences
• Full-color printing with stunning bespoke
photography from Steven Bright himself
• Full of tips, hints, and tricks - from cover-tocover everything aspiring artists and oraclelovers will need for their own journey!

57mm

SPRING/SUMMER 2022 RELEASES
April

May

May

COVER
DESIGN
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COVER
DESIGN
TBC

The Rider Waite Smith Tarot: Light
at the Crossroads Edition

The Divine Feminine
A Coloring Journal of Discovery
Sarina Mantle

Com
taro
2 BO

133mm

Earth Color: An Eight-Week Art
Course for Nature-Connection
Emma Burleigh

16mm

Modern Witch Tarot
Deluxe Jigsaw Puzzle
Lisa Sterle

April

16mm
16mm

57mm

89mm

57mm

16mm

SPRING/SUMMER 2022 RELEASES
May

June

June

‘Oh, keeper
of time, mover of
seas, what are you trying to tell me?’

For tens of thousands of years, the moon has been
the centre of curiosity and mysterious energies, marking
e passage of time, from month to month and year to year.
s the keeper of time and seasons, marking when to sow the
and when to harvest, as well as marking key festivities across
many cultures and religions.

COVER
DESIGN
TBC

nspired by slow and seasonal living The Book of Moons &
asons tells of the year’s journey in comic form, from winter
tice, through the pagan calendar, back to the winter solstice.
Exploring the ancient monthly names of the full moons as
they pass, from Strawberry Moon to Buck Moon, from
Corn Moon to Hunter’s Moon and interspersed with a
comic narrative of the seasons, The Book of Moons
& Seasons is a deeply-magical journey that
beautifully captures the energy of the year
as it waxes and wanes.

Hannah McDonald

(U.S.) $25.50 (CAN.)
912634-40-8

COVER
DESIGN
TBC

Hannah McDonald

liminal11.com
crossroads

The Book of Moons and Seasons
Hannah McDonald

Spiritus Mundi
Monika Anna, Sibylline Meynet

The Metaphysical Cannabis
Oracle Deck
Maggie Wilson, Ejiwa Ebenebe

APRIL 2022

Modern WitchTarot:
Deluxe Jigsaw Puzzle
Piece together the Modern Witch cast of characters in
this bright wheel of a puzzle!
• Featuring artwork form the Iconic Modern Witch Tarot
• The Modern Witch Tarot is on its 11th edition in under 18
months with nearly 550,000 copies sold.
• The Modern Witch Tarot was featured in the New York
Times and Vogue Italia.
• Huge resurgence in interest in jigsaw puzzles.
• A group activity that suits multiple markets.
• A perfect gift item.
• Part of the popular Modern Witch
collection including, Modern
Witch Journal and
Modern Witch
Coloring Book.
£21.99
1,000 pieces
Exclusive Art Print
67.5 x 67.5cm

£23.99

APRIL 2022

80 Cards
Intro Booklet
Slipcase

The Rider-Waite-Smith Tarot:
Light at the Crossroads Edition

A luscious re-color of the tarot deck that
started it all, reprinted with Liminal 11’s distinctive creative flare

133mm

• A beautiful remake of the classic deck, which has sold over 100
million copies worldwide.
• A deck for beginners and experienced tarot readers alike.
• This edition offers fresh insights in a new guidebook with a freshly
written introduction, advice on how to use the deck, and all-new
spreads to really dive into the
Rider-Waite-Smith’s mystical
intricacies.
• Stunning and original
exploration of
light!
• Foreword
by legendary
tarot artist
and writer
Robert Place.

COVER
DESIGN
TBC

COVER NOT
FINAL

MAY 2022

The Divine Feminine:
A Self-care Coloring Journal
Nurture your divine feminine energy with
coloring and inspirational poetry.

£12.99
Flexibound
158 pages
25 x 21cm

• From the creator of the twice sold-out Women +
Patterns + Plants.
• Features women of color in all stages of life in an
uplifting and positive way.
• Includes poetry and quotes to inspire mindfulness,
along with reflective journaling questions.
• The illustrations feature yoga poses that
you can try at home.
• This book covers the maiden, mother,
crone, and wild woman archetypes
helping you to explore them no matter
how you identify.
• Sarina blends the practices of yoga,
coloring, mindfulness, and meditation
to produce a book intended for
reflection and personal growth.

MAY 2022

Earth Color
An eight-week mixed media art course with
a connection to nature at its core
• A mixed-media art course that will expand
readers’ skills and perception.
• Encourages mindfulness and a connection
to nature — which has grown in popularity
during 2020 lockdowns.
• Engages with the current trend for
developing new skills at home.
• Promotes creative expression without the
pressure of perfection.
• Luxuriously illustrated on every page.
• Featuring contributions from a range of
guest artists.
£12.99
Flexibound
155 pages
25 x 21cm

MAY 2022

The Book of Moons
and Seasons

For millennia the moon has drawn our
curiosity like the tide, as it orbits with
mysterious energies...

Hannah McDonald
£14.99
Hardback
Padded Cover
232 pages 16cm
by 21.2cm

• A comic to help you embrace a slower
pace of living.
• Helps you connect with the natural
rhythms of the year.
• This book tells of the year’s journey
in comic form, from the Winter
Solstice through the Wheel of the
Year to return to the Winter Solstice
once more.
• This is a graphic narrative of the
seasons, a deeply magical journey
that captures the energy of the year
as it waxes and wanes.
• Debut book from illustrator Hannah
McDonald.

JUNE 2022

COVER NOT
FINAL

Spiritus Mundi
An anthology of writing exploring occult techniques such as
invocation, cartomancy, and scrying
• An anthology of poetry and creative writing.
• Elizabeth Sulis Kim, feature writer for The Guardian and
LA Review of Books and editor of Cunning Folk Magazine,
curates and unlocks the mystery behind various ways to
work with the realm of spiritus mundi.
• Including works by acclaimed authors
such as Naomi Ishiguro, Alice Slater and
Ella Duffy
• Includes original illustrations by
Kaitlynn Copithorne.
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£14.99
Hardback
210 pages
148mm by
210mm.

JUNE 2022

The Metaphysical
Cannabis Oracle Deck
An Oracle deck to cultivate intentional
rituals with plant medicine.
• Oracle decks have exploded in popularity.
• A beautiful oracle deck that centres on herbal
magic and the universe.
• Cannabis is being legalised across the globe,
thanks to destigmatisation and education.
• The plant’s entheogenic properties and influence
on spirituality is being explored by everyone
from documentarians to scientists.
• Maggie’s podcast Metaphysical AF frequently
breaks Apple’s Top 5 podcast list in multiple
countries.
• Maggie is one of the few groundbreaking
female executives in the US cannabis
industry and is a cannabis sommelier for
premier events
• Accessible whether you use cannabis or
not, guiding you on your journey to the
otherworldly and offering information
on herbal medicine.
• Featured in Forbes Magazine.

£23.99
78 Full-bleed
Cards
Intro Booklet
Slipcase

IMAGES NOT FINAL

